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Fig. 32.-Damage Contributing to the Breakdown of 52 Celery Field Boxes.
Severest damage was at the front lower corners, resulting from the

topping operation.

6. To reduce breakage of the bottom back slat it was lowered
so that the slat in the bottom gives it support against kicking.

7. The middle slat in the bottom of the box was made of
wider material. Many of the boxes still in use had this slat
broken out.

8. The seating boards were made of wider materials to pre-
vent "telescoping."

9. The seating boards, cutting board and end supports are
all made of the same width material.

10. The box is made 1 inch higher because of the strength-
ened heads. This offsets the loss of inside capacity caused by
moving the heads in.

This box was developed in the late spring of 1944 and has
not yet been in use long enough to test thoroughly its merits.

CREW ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

SIZE OF CREWS

The number of workers used in single fields varied from 24
to 97 (Table 26). During the course of the study harvesting
crews of from 15 to 123 workers were observed. Some firms
used several crews in the same field. Single crews usually con-
sisted of 25 to 40 workers supervised by two foremen. The
maximum size crew for efficient work in the Sanford area ap-


